Date:
Notes from:

7Jun17
Periodic CSSG Telecon

Participants: David Erickson, Angela Chambers, Jerry Hicks, Jim Morman, Tom McLaughlin,
Dave Heinrichs, Bob Wilson, Doug Bowen
Absent:
Kevin Kimball, Fitz Trumble, Mikey Brady-Raap, David Hayes,

Agenda:
2017-03: 3007 Comment Resolution
Kevin has the lead. What is status of Tasking, and is an extension of ‘close’ date
needed?
AC: Were there any show stoppers? Need to discuss at F-t-F.
Naming of codes is vs Toolbox, may need to add some explanation of why not in tool
box, and why this is sufficient.
KK: Need to hear status, and a new proposed end date, then make appropriate request
through Angela.
2016-04: Natural Phenomena and Extreme Events
We did not achieve consensus, and was not sufficient support to proceed with a
minority position.
TM: There is agreement that it is an important task, and needs to be addressed. With
the ongoing discussion it appears that we may be closer, than further. Would
appreciate receiving additional specific issues and possible resolutions to consider prior
to the meeting.
RW: Provided an option for the response some time ago. Will send, again (complete).
TM: Was interested in thoughts from DPH about some of the issues.
DPH: Seems there is a supposition that ANS-8 is separated from DOE, and DOE not
needed. Also, some of the crit callouts do seem benign as compare to suggested in the
CSSG response.
2016-05: Regulatory Impediments
Completed, awaiting status on UPF clearance concern prior to issue?
KK: Need status to determine path forward
2017-01: WTP Letter Review
Tasking for Rev. 1 approved. Tasking response finalized and has been posted.
Proposed Agenda topics for June Meeting?
Will meet at conference hotel, in Boardroom B, both Thu afternoon and all day Fri.
Draft Agenda topics: (essentially this order, as it is anticipated that the two taskings will
have the most energy/discussion.)

Potential Upcoming Taskings:
2017-04: LANL CSP Assessment
Others?
Not official Taskings, but input needed:
AA Handbook
DOE-STD-1027
10CFR830
Current Taskings:
2017-03: 3007 Comment Resolution
2016-04: Natural Phenomena and Extreme Events
If someone thinks of something else, please share
Round Table
Nothing
Next Telecon scheduled for 19Jul17.

